
The Barn Door 
An Animal Trick for Virtual or Live Shows 
by Jim Kleefeld

Effect: 

Show a plaque with a barn and eight animals. One animal was the last one out of the 
barn and left the door wide open. Who was it? Can you guess? Let’s find out who left 
the barn door open by moving around like the sign says. But YOU get to choose where 
you move every time. Can you end up on the right square and find the culprit?
This interactive trick works great for virtual show, whether on Zoom or pre-recorded. 
You will need to print the three images on regular letter-sized paper or card stock. It 
will help to glue them to heavier cardboard or foam core.  One shows the premise and 
instructions for your participants. Another has spaces with animals and is the “game 
board” they touch or move around on. The third is your reveal for the finale.

Print the Instruction Card first. This tells the premise of 
the effect - to determine who left the barn door open. You 
can print this on card stock and hold it up to the camera, 
or put it on a  card stand or picture easle so it stands freely.

Next, print the Animal Board with its nine 
picture spaces on card stock. Glue that to 
heavy cardboard or foam core for a sturdier 
prop. Cut out the nine animal rectangles. 
Attach them to a solid white board with dots 
of blu-tac, small rolls of double-sided tape, or 
magnets taped on the back. That way you can 
remove them one at a time as the instructions 
direct you to. They must be in the exact order 
shown here.



Straighten and align them so they are neat and 
square.
Last, print the prediction reveal picture of a 
sorrowful donkey. You show this at the end of the 
routine to prove you correctly predicted the 
outcome of how the spectators would move their 
fingers. You want to avoid the possibility of the 
audience thinking you had nine posssible 
outcomes, so it is best to print this and glue it to 
the back of the Animal Board. That way, you can 
use the board for the routine, then simply turn it 
over without removing it from view. When you 
have removed all of the animls except the donkey, 
then turn the board around to show only a donkey, 
the audience will understand the prediction 
aspect.

Here is a brief outline of the instructions to tell 
your participants. Full details are in the routine.
Only tell them the moves to make, not the animal removals. You physically do the 
removals during the instructions but you do not want to let the audience see ahead of 
time which ones you will remove.

Start on the Barn.
Move 5 times.
(Remove the Pig.)

Move 5 times.
(Remove the Chicken.)

Move 2 times.
(Remove the Horse.)

Move 3 times. 
(Remove the Goat and Barn.)

Move 3 times.
(Remove the Goose.)

Move 1 time.
(Remove the Cow and Sheep.
The Donkey is left on the board.)  



Performance: 

Have the Instruction Card handy and also the Animal Board with the Donkey Reveal on 
the other side. This should be mounted so it will stand straight. You will not move it at 
all until the ending of the routine when you will turn it around to show the other side. 
Whether performing this routine live or over video, it is important that the card remain 
still, as spectators will have to keep track of where their finger is at all times.
Here is a problem that maybe you can help me solve. All of the animals 
on the farm have gotten out of the barn and are wandering all over the 
place. Somebody left the barn door open! Can you help find the culprit?
Show the Instruction card.
Here is the barn. The doors are wide open. But someone has left a 
mysterious clue—this wooden sign with the numbers 552331. I think I 
know what that means, so I wrote some instructions here below. You 
have to move around among the animals and follow this set of 
numbers.
Show the Animal Board. You can leave the 
Instruction Card in view if you have room to 
display both. If you do not have enough room, it is 
OK to remove the Instruction Card since you will 
be giving the same instructions orally. It is 
important, though, to show it before you begin so 
the audience knows you are not just making up 
moves on the fly.
These are the animals you need to track down. You will 
start at the barn and then move to any of the animals 
you want, like the goose, horse, pig, chicken, donkey, 
cow, sheep or goat. The only rule is that you have to 
move. your finger from one animal to another, without 
skipping over any. You can move up, down, left or 
right, but NOT diagonally. You can move onto an 
animal more than once. But if there is an empty space, 
you cannot move there. Ready? 
Make sure the Animal Board is in view and 
remains still.
Put your finger on the barn. Remember, move up or 
down, left or right, but not diagonally. I will read the 
directions, you keep your finger on the Animal Board. 



Are you touching the Barn? Remember the clue 
552331? Good. First, move your finger five times. Leave 
it where it lands.
Pause. Then remove the Pig.
Ah! Some magic is happening! Even though I cannot see  
your finger, I can tell somethign about where you 
landed. I know you did NOT land on the Pig, so I am 
going to take him off the board. You keep your finger on 
your animal. The next number of our clue is 5, so move 
your finger 5 times more, remember, up, down, left or 
right, but not diagonally, and not on the space where the 
pig was.
Pause. Remove the Chicken.

Nice job. I got a magical feeling because of the way yu 
moved. I know you did NOT land on the Chicken this 
time, so I will remove her. Keep your finger where it 
was. Remember, the clue 552…  So now, move two 
times.
Pause. Remove the Horse.

You must be sending me good magical signals, because 
you are NOT on the horse. Of course the Horse is not 
the source of the Barn doors being open. I will get rid of 
him. The next number on the wooden clue sign was 3, 
so move 3 times, left or right, up or down, onto any 
animal that is still there.
Pause. Remove the Goat and the Barn.

Here is a note: he has a nice coat, but you are NOT on 
the Goat. And no one ended up in the Barn this time, 
either. You must have sent me a magic sign about where 
you landed. Now move three times again, like the clue 
says. You are almost done.
Pause. Remove the Goose.



You did NOT land on the Goose, I know. Then I guess 
she is still loose. Now one last move. That’s right, the 
last clue was 1, so move just one time.
Pause. Remove the Cow and the Sheep.

I can see that you did NOT end up on the Cow, and also 
NOT on the Sheep.  I will take those two away. That 
leaves one last culprit on the Animal Board. You chose 
where to move every time, but you ended up right here, 
on the Donkey.

Turn the Animal Board over to show the other 
side.
And you FOUND the one who left the Barn Doors 
open. It was the donkey, after all! I guess you must have 
been wearing your magic thinking cap today.

Tips: 

The routine is easier if you memorize the sequence and do not stop to read the 
instructions. All you need to remember are the number of moves and the animals to 
remove after each move.
The moves: 552-331. 
The removals: Pig. Chicken. Horse. Goat&Barn. Goose. Cow&Sheep.
Of course, this art may be printed up in any size, poster size for in-person parlor 
settings or even as large as a billboard if you do big outdoor shows. A regular letter-size 
image (8.5x11 inches) is fine for video or virtual shows, as it can be held close to the 
camera and shown almost full screen.

Thanks 

This effect and all of the art was designed and produced by Jim Kleefeld. Find more 
good show material at www.JimKleefeld.com, or contact Jim at Jim@JimKleefeld.com

http://www.JimKleefeld.com
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